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APS-U Forum

 New meeting designed to foster communication about the APS-U amongst:
– Resident user community
– People working directly on the project
– People working on R&D topics related to the project
– APS-U management

 2nd and 4th Thursday of every month @ 10 am in 401-A1100

 Hosted by Dean Haeffner & Stefan Vogt
– Comments, suggestions for topics are most welcome

 This week
– APS-U Update – Dean Haeffner
– RIXS – Thomas Gog
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General Update

 Project Status
– Waiting for revised CD-0 signing
– In DOE’s hands
– No indications of major problems
– Continued requests for refinement and improvement of the Science Case
– Meeting of APS/APS-U management with DOE March 5, 2015 may clarify

– CDR draft complete
• Beamlines as placeholders
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APS Upgrade Conceptual Design Report

• The Conceptual Design Report (CDR) has 
been developed over the last year

• It describes a complete, coherent technical 
concept to meet the APS Upgrade Mission

• A series of technical reviews in Spring 2014 
informed the technical design

• The CDR incorporates all technical aspects 
of the project

• Accelerator
• Front-ends and Insertion Devices
• Beamlines
• Storage Ring removal/installation
• Utilities
• ESH&Q

• ~440 pages
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General Update

 Project Status
– Waiting for revised CD-0 signing
– In DOE’s hands
– No indications of major problems
– Continued requests for refinement and improvement of the Science Case
– Meeting of APS/APS-U management with DOE March 5, 2015 may clarify

– CDR draft complete
• Beamlines as placeholders

 Reviews
– Some indications a CD-1 (CDR) review could be late summer
– Machine Advisory Review (MAC)

• February 2-4, 2015
• Serves as technical review for the accelerator systems for CD-1 DOE review
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MAC Review Committee
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Science Case

 Development Continue
– This likely to be the case for some time

 Elizabeth Austin working with the project on this
 Stefan Vogt working as a science advisor to the project
 Paul Evans is consulting to the project

– Visiting the APS once or twice a month

 Always looking for ideas
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APS MBA Parameters – V6 Lattice
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APS-U within the present and future domestic context

x100

x400
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APS-U Comparison Specs
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Uniquely addressed by 
the APS Upgrade –

Science that can’t be 
done anywhere else

Technically 
feasible –

Science that 
pushes 

boundaries, 
but is 

still

realist
ic 

‘Wow factor’ –
Science that is 
understandable 

and exciting
to a lay 

audience  

The 
‘killer 
app’

Science case challenge: What are the best examples
that ‘tick every box’?
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APS Upgrade will: The Challenge The Science Problem

Life Sciences: Identifying triggers and 
pathways of fatal diseases 

Alzheimer’s disease, 
the nation’s sixth-
leading cause of 
death, affects 5.2 
million Americans; 
medical and long-
term care costs 
average $150 billion 
every year.

Neurological damage is tied 
to transformation of healthy 
neuropeptides into amyloid 
fibrils and other toxins.

 Make it possible to study 
assembly/function of sub-
micron proteins

• Real environments
• Sub-millisecond time 

resolution  Peptides transform in complex 
processes at the nanoscale –
too small and too quickly for 
current techniques to capture. 

Nucleation begins at nanoscale

… but current imaging 
can show fibrils only after 
they begin to form



• Extremely small-
volume samples

• Entire pathway –
pre-nucleation to  
plaque formation

Understanding 
nucleation is a critical 
first step toward 
interrupting – or 
preventing – the 
disease process. 





APS-U: To expand  the limits of energy storage

 Formation of the solid-electrolyte interphase (SEI), where electrolyte 
meets electrode, is the miracle of the modern lithium ion battery

– SEI forms spontaneously – creating an unpredictable "black box”
– SEI is only a few nanometers thick
– SEI controls many aspects of battery efficiency, safety and working 

life – but we do not understand it

Today:
Critical nanoscale SEI 
visible only via electron 
microscope post mortem

 Today: Impossible to observe SEI reactions in working cells
Only APS-U’s high energy, coherence and brightness will enable:
– High-res images/movies of SEIs 
– Inside working batteries 
– Across multiple length/time scales
– In unprecedented detail

Li2CO3-based SEI 
on graphite anode

With APS-U:
Detailed real-time
observation of 
time/space evolution of 
SEI electrochemistry 
through CDI, XPCS, 
spectroscopyElectrode surface 

undergoing SEI coating

TEM image of SEI 
structure, composition

Simulated SEI 

Next-gen batteries hold key to long-range electric cars, renewable energy expansion 

APS-U – Making it possible to observe and control 
electrochemistry at atomic and molecular levels

Challenge Solution 

In action High energy

Spatial resolution Coherence

Time resolution Brightness 



APS-U: To create greener, better nanocatalysts
Replacing precious metal catalysts – key for manufacturing, energy and environment

 U.S market for petrochemical catalysts: $4.6 billion 
– Today’s rare-earth catalysts are expensive, inefficient

 New, efficient green nanocatalysts can use lower temperatures 
to achieve more efficient reactions 
 But today’s X-ray facilities lack the flux, brightness and 

coherence at high energies to observe nanoscale catalytic 
particles in chemical reactions under realistic conditions

 Only APS-U will enable 10-atom resolution of nanocatalysts in 
action, with time resolution at high pressures and temperatures

 Only APS-U will provide hard x-ray beams with the power to 
penetrate containers to visualize catalytic reactions inside them

Zeolite 
pellets

Challenge Solution 

Penetration High energy

Sensitivity Brightness

Spatial 
resolution

Coherence

Catalytic 
particle

Size-
selective 
nanocatalyst
s

APS-U – Enabling a revolution
in 21st century catalysis– in action, at the nanoscale



Next Meeting

 February 12, 2015

 Agenda
– APS-U Update – TBD
– Storage Ring Removal & Installation – Tom Fornek

 Questions?
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